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Clubnight
Cancelled until further notice

THE BIRTHDAY BOX !
This month it’s happy birthday to the following people: Sara Austin, Shirley
Baldwin and Gill Coghlin - congratulations all round!

Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributor and not necessarily those of the Boundless by CSMA, North West London
Group Committee or those of the Editor. In addition, articles on maintenance, etc. are published in good faith and no liability can be accepted
by the Boundless by CSMA, North West London Group Committee or those of the Editor for the accuracy of such contributions or for damage
or malfunction arising from their use, no matter how they are used.

Visit The Big End on the Internet - http://news.boundlessevents.uk
Boundless North West London Group
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Editorial
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Thanks to John and Doug for both submitting articles on two varied types of hobbies. John
even used to do hovercraft racing! This edition is larger than I thought it was going to be,
especially as the Communique came in earlier than normal.
As you may now have less time for other social activities, why not please think about writing
an article, as I’m going to need something else in the newsletter to keep you amused when
reading future editions.
Going shopping is getting easier at certain times, where previously there had been queues
to get into Tesco and if they weren’t on the way in, you had long queues to get through the
tills. I’ve managed to find a couple of trips where I do my daily walk (taking a bag with me)
and if there isn’t a queue, I’ll pop in and do some shopping on the way home. Mind you, there
are still a few people who can’t follow the one way system through the aisles!
It is to be hoped that we may get a grass autotest or two fitted in before the season ends but
as I say in the Motorsport Coordinators bit, this is going to be dependent on what sort of
events are going to be allowed, and how they run, if the distancing requirements still have
to be met. I’m sure we can find a way to make it work, but it may have to be a slightly different
format to normal. Certainly the 12 Cars are not going to be able to run next year if it is still in
place.
There is the possibility that the British grand prix will get to run this year, but without any
spectators attending, and to fit the required number of rounds in, several events will hold a
second race the following weekend, Silverstone included. All depends of how they can work
the safe transport and working of the people concerned.
Whilst Alan has his monster 2,200 piece Lego car kit to play
with, all I have lying around is a 21 piece Revell kit to think
about! Mind you, it is of an Opel GT, one of the nicest looking
cars even now. The picture on the lid is definitely of its time mind!
As Doug has given us a nice article on his non motorsport hobby (although it does have a
motor), why not follow his example and send me an article on what you do for a leisure
activity.
The Boundless AGM has now been postponed until October.
Keep safe and we will let you know as soon as possible of any events that are getting
organised.

Mike B.

NOTE: Deadline for contributions to the June newsletter is Thursday 21st May
The Big End - May 2020
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Chairmans
book
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Well, the last words on my chat last month said, stay safe and hopefully better news next month!
Well the good news is that as far as I am aware everyone is still fit and healthy. I have been telephoning Ted
and Joyce to see how they are and if they need anything, fortunately they are both well and they have good
friends and neighbours if they need help.
Whereas on the other hand I have tooth ache, not a good time to have one as all the dentists are closed and
all 111 can say is, take pain killers and gargle with salt water. Apparently if it gets unbearable, I need to
telephone my doctor who will hopefully point me towards an emergency dentist.
So perhaps this is the time to pick up the phone and maybe telephone someone who you haven’t spoken to
for a very long time, be it friend or relative?
The bad news is that we are still in lockdown and I can’t see any realistic change to this in the immediate
future, well not until probably July / August. So, at present, no May, or June clubnight, but we might get away
with the Two Brewers in July if we are lucky, but don’t hold your breath.
When the Scout association cancelled all meetings and events last month, I thought great, I can go out on
the Drive It Day run for once, as this always falls on the Scout’s St Georges Day Parade, but then that was
cancelled as well! Just as well really, given the Sprite is now off the road, although we always have Ann’s MG
ZR as back up. (Might need the ZR for the Retro run in September if it still runs).
The latest news on the Sprite is that the engine builder confirmed that a big end bolt on number 4 cylinder
failed and it’s going to need a new half engine, fortunately the head is ok and they think the pistons are also
ok. No timescale as such yet, as they need to find a new block, but the good news is that I won’t have to pay
for the rebuild etc. Mind you, next time I take it to the rolling road for a tune up, I think I will just drop it off and
go for a long walk until they are finished!
With no motorsport around to participate in or watch on TV, I bought the latest Le Mans 66 DVD, and I have
to say it’s not bad, but glad I didn’t go to the cinema to see it. Certainly an interesting insight to the Ferrari /
Ford competition and the management issues Shelby had in dealing with a big corporate company such as
Ford.
In these difficult and frustrating times, even though I am still working from home, however, the garden is
starting to look really good and I have painted the fence, the cars have all been cleaned and I have now
progressed on to re-grouting the shower room in between work that is!
I talked to Alan the other day and he is building yet another monster Porsche Lego kit and if any of you look
on YouTube / Facebook then you will have seen that Doug is playing with his Scalextric set (ED: Plus
submitting an article on building a yacht!).
I asked Mike B if his Mini is progressing, but he is still working like me, so the answer was no.
Mind you, working from home has brought forward some upgrades like the HD Video camera now perched
on top of the monitor screen to facilitate Microsoft Team and Zoom online meetings! Oh yes, and I have had
to seriously upgrade by HP Printer package to business use, as I was running out of the allocated number of
pages for the printer in the first week!
So, what have you all been up to during the lockdown, perhaps we can have a photo competition next month?
Sorry a bit short this month as there is not a lot to write about with all events cancelled, I shall try and do better
next month, when hopefully we will have some good news when the lockdown restrictions might start to be
eased. So, stay safe and hopefully we might get to meet sometime in July.
Mike H.

The Big End - May 2020
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Secretarys
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Just a few days ago the Editor’s normal monthly text message arrived requesting some words by
the weekend for the wonderful Big End! I usually mention what we have done (NWL wise) and what
we can look forward to in the coming weeks / months but sadly life is pretty much on hold in a
situation that none of us has ever known before. I must initially hope that everyone is safe and well
and coping with life as best we can – I am sure our Editor would love to hear how you have been
spending your time in recent weeks.
As a starter I can mention that I have given the garden decking about ten coats of paint and, mostly
due to Karen, the lawns and garden look super especially given the lovely weather we have recently
enjoyed. I have also read a couple of books (very unusual for me!) that have been collecting dust
on the bedside cabinet for years and I have also just treated myself to the Lego Technic Porsche
911 RSR just in case the weather
turns and I get bored! The family
bought me the 911 GT3 RS for my
birthday last year (all 2,200 pieces
of it) and it was such an enjoyable
challenge to build I thought another one would keep me busy whilst
in lockdown! Any excuse!!!
You may have read last month that
we were hoping to resume our
outdoor clubnights in June and
July but we have taken the decision to cancel these due to the
ongoing situation but we will continue to take notice of advice and
guidance and as soon as it is safe
to resume our activities we will do
so.
The Formula 1 season looks to be highly depleted with even the talk of the possibility of a number
of grand prix taking place behind closed doors but at least, that way, we should get the chance to
view them on terrestrial TV.
Finally, I have included a Dingbats Quiz which may take up a few minutes of your time. I will
provide answers next month however to maintain our competitive element I will buy a drink,
at our first chat and a drink evening after lockdown, to the first person that returns to me (via
email please – alanthurbon@yahoo.com) all the correct answers (or the highest number of
correct answers) by 24th May 2020. (ED: Part 1 on page 6 and part 2 on page 9)

That’s about it for now – please keep safe and well and follow the guidelines!!
Alan T

The Big End - May 2020
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North London Region (NEL / NWL / TV)

Motor Sport Coordinators' Bulletin

May 2020

Date Day
Event (Status)
Type of Event
Club
Champ
May 9/10
Miglia Quadrato ()
City of London treasure hunt
UH&ULMC
Sun 24
Gravel Autotest (Cm)
Loose surface autotest
Bedford CC
Jun Sun 14
Greenacres Autotest (Cm) Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Jul
Sun 12 ? Grasshopper Autotest (Cm) Grass autotest
CSMA NEL
Region
Aug Sun 9
? Paddock Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Sep Sun 13 ? Chiltern Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region
Oct Sun 11 ? Autumn Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Licence required: (I/Nat/Inter/Cm) = MSUK Licence, (C) = Club Card, () = Nothing, * = Regs available
Past Events
Future Events
Everything else is now cancelled or on hold to later in the year. Most events thinking about running later will most likely
find no free dates or the calendar too congested. We will just have to wait and see what can be run.
If we are able to run events later, but the social distancing rules still need to be observed, then it might be tricky running
the grass autotests due to a passenger needing to be carried. It might be a case of running them under a permit where
a passenger isn’t allowed, but you still have the problem of people getting to the event if sharing a car. I think the
organising and marshalling side of things are ok, especially as we aren’t using time cards any more. One of many things
to be sorted out by Motorsport UK as to how we can get the sport back up and working.
Mike Biss: NLR Motor Sports Coordinator

Tel: 07753 137415

E-mail: mike.biss@btinternet.com

DINGBATS QUIZ - Part 1
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Moonbeam
In these dark days of lockdown and no motoring activities, I thought
you might be interested in my other passion of building and sailing
model boats!
It all started as a youngster for Mike and I, when the family use to
go down to the local park in Harrow, which had a large paddling
pool, which was also ideal for small model boats. Our dad had built
a homemade steam powered motor yacht for Pete our older brother
(this was in the days when nobody worried about the health and
safety issues associated with steam boilers!). Mike and I had to
make do with small electric wooden boats which sometimes struggled to make it across the pond. These were made out of banana
wood offcuts, which came from the precision foundry, where Dad
worked as foreman. We were then further encouraged at the local
primary school, by the craft teacher, who was overjoyed at us
wanting to make model boats from balsa wood, using plans that
were featured in the monthly model boat magazine.
Fast wind to 2010 and I purchased Moonbeam from Dave Metcalf
mouldings, based in Hertford. The model is approx 1.3m long, 1.7m
tall and has a 23cm beam. It is based on a Victorian “Pond Yacht”
with a Gaff Cutter rig. It would have been originally a free sailing
model, but this model has been adapted to radio control for rudder
and sail controls. The kit includes a moulded fibreglass hull, all
wooden parts marked out on marine ply, cut sails and metal fittings.
Although the kit comes with plans and a basic construction guide,
it is for experienced modellers only. Dave Metcalf usually specialises in model warships and I made a number of modifications to the
sailing plan, controls and minor details, based on my own sailing
experiences. I also added electric propulsion, to aid recovery of the
model if the wind disappears whilst in the middle of the lake!
The kit took just over a year to complete and although the model
comes with a printed ply deck, I decided to fully plank the deck
using small hardwood strips and white plastic card for caulking.
This was well worth the effort and I’m very pleased with the results.
The model is a delight to sail and its pedigree is obvious, as it runs
straight, requiring very little adjustment to the rudder. In strong
winds I can even furl the top sail to stop the boat from being
knocked down.
Enjoy the pictures and hopefully I will
do an article next month on my MTB.
Cheers
Doug

The Big End - May 2020
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Southern Cross Safari Rally
I was fortunate enough to marshal on one of the last classic car rallies run before the motorsport
embargo. This was the Southern Cross Safari Rally run by Rally the Globe. The event took place in
Kenya and Tanzania and was held over 19 days (including 5 rest days for game drives). This is how
we got on:We flew from London to Nairobi and then on to Malindi and were bussed out to the coast at Watamu
for the start. We picked up our hire car, which was a Toyota Landcruiser Prado, which had tough
Wrangler tyres but with only two millimetres of
tread on each tyre, the car was the Japanese
import with a 3 speed automatic gearbox, once
loaded with all our equipment we are ready to
start the event.
Kenya had had an unprecedented amount of
rainfall in the weeks before the rally started so
the road conditions would be very poor and
many route changes would be required. The
organisation included a 48 hour car to run ahead
of the event and feedback changes to reroute the
rally and advise of any other hazards.
The first day was a simple loop to a golf resort which included over 30 kilometres of blocked paved
and gravel tracks around the periphery this enabled us to provide 2 speed tests and 2 regularities
before returning back to the start hotel. This didn't go perfectly for all competitors has one Rover P5
split its top hose and had to seek repairs. The second day we headed out to do the first of the game
reserves West Tsarvo and East Tsarvo. Special permission had been granted for the classic cars
to enter the game reserves in Kenya.
After staying the night in a game lodge in Tsarvo West, we headed towards Amboseli, unfortunately
the road into the game lodge in Amboseli was under water. An alternative route was found, but it
still meant we had to go through one large mud
hole, which I ended up towing 6 cars out of.
Each day we had to produce up to 8 pages of
revised tulip diagram to keep the rally running.
That meant printing out copies for each competitor and each member of the team. The printer
would only seem to print a single copy before
you would see all sorts of random characters.
Eventually this was solved by setting the printer
altitude to number 3. Who knew that printers
where susceptible to altitude (we were at about
7000 feet).
We headed to the Tanzania border and first experience of Tanzanian bureaucracy, which meant
about a 3 hour delay paying the Tanzanian visa costs and vehicle entry costs. Once in Tanzania,
we encountered the Tanzanian police system for monitoring vehicle speed which is a policeman
taking a photo of you on his phone in one village, sends it to his colleague down the road, where
you’re stopped for speeding and relieved of the equivalent of about $30. The police were everywhere lining the roads and we never saw a slim one.
Flooded roads meant a 200km detour to get into the Masai Mara, were we all filled up at the last
petrol station, as fuel was going to be critical. To get into the Masai Mara, you can only pay by credit
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card but it takes about 15 minutes per vehicle due to them requiring so much useless information,
combined with the internet being down, so we ended up getting into the park and having to pay the
following day. By this time it was dark and we still had 30 kilometres to drive within the park to the
lodge. The next day I was driven for about an hour to an airfield within the game park so that we
could pay the park entry fee which came out about $500, on the way there I had to cross a bridge
with hippos on one side and crocodiles on the other. Due to heavy rain, the water was already six
inches over the bridge. Heavy overnight rain meant that when we left the next morning, the bridge
was now a raging torrent and another diversion was required over a smaller bridge. We headed to
a petrol station within the park where it had been agreed we could get 20 litres of fuel per vehicle,
unfortunately due to the weather fuel deliveries had been interrupted and they said they only had
100 litres of petrol available, some sweet talking eventually persuaded them to release the fuel. On
the way out of the park, we were horrified to see at least 50 safari vehicles looking at a single pride
of Lions. We then proceeded out of the Masai Mara directly into Ngorongoro park, just to get out of
one park into another one took 3 hours and another $800, bureaucracy at its best. We were heading
for a lodge on the edge of the Ngorongoro crater and when I got there, I found that there was a fuel
station 8km further down the road, so I filled some jerry cans and proceeded back down the route
to help cars that had run out of fuel.
We finished the competition on the Tiata estate, a 1,000,000 acre plantation which has over 2000
employees where they grow sisal which has many uses and is now used to make Toyota and BMW
dashboards. Each marshal was allocated their own Anti Poaching Guard for safety; you don’t get
that on 12 cars! We managed to get 35 minutes of competition within this estate before the
competitors headed back to Watamo.
If you wish to read a full daily report on the event, or watch the videos, go to the
https://RallytheGlobe.com website.
John Cotton

DINGBATS QUIZ - Part 2
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ____

Member Communities Communique
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

April 2020 Update
The Member Communities team in Britannia House are all safe and well and have been working from home
since the beginning of the period of ‘lockdown’. The team have full access to their emails and IT systems
and continue to be available for contact with all volunteers during this difficult time. If you’ve posted
something to us at Britannia House, please be aware that whilst we are still receiving our post, the process
of delivery is taking a few days longer than usual, hence you may wish to scan and email your Finance
returns, etc. to us until we are back in Britannia House. If you are unable to scan and would still like to post
information to us, please ensure it is marked clearly for the attention of ‘Member Communities’.
Other areas of the business have also taken appropriate steps to ensure the continued viability and
integrity of the business regular updates can be found on the Boundless website here:
https://www.boundless.co.uk/pages/covid19coronavirusstatement
As you will have seen in my recent communications, the Club Leadership have asked all Groups to cancel
their events for April, May and June. A decision will be made regarding July/August activities once the
overall situation is clearer in a few weeks’ time. We will of course continue to be guided by the UK
Government guidelines with regards to travel and social distancing.
For the time being the team in Britannia House have begun developing a number of new engagement
opportunities and we will be looking for your help in delivering these:
Sharing your knowledge…..
Many of our members have a wealth of knowledge and experience in their interests and pastimes. Our aim
is for members to be able to share this knowledge with their fellow members each week with a particular
top tips’ might centre on Camping and Caravanning with
what’s the best site you’ve visited, what are positives/negatives of inflatable awnings.….
whilst the next week the ‘top tips’ might focus on car maintenance, great places to visit
and what to do when you’re there, how to race karts, etc.
Initially these activities will be based on the Group’s Facebook pages, however we’re looking at expanding
the material further via the Group’s own website pages.
Sharing your memories…..
This will be an opportunity for members to reminisce on their favourite memories of Boundless/CSMA
activities. Ideally with photos, however I’m sure many will have a good story to tell of their favourite social
break, motorsport victory/disaster/experience, local group trip, motorcycle rideout, caravan rally, etc. You
hopefully get the picture. You provide the memories, we will circulate them with your fellow members.
Keeping the grey matter active…..
We know how many of you enjoy a good quiz. So, with this in mind, a number of our Local Group
Committees will be creating quizzes about their local area for circulation to members in their geographical
locations. These will be conducted online with links via the Local Groups web pages so even if you don’t
receive the quiz directly, you’ll be able to go to the Groups page and have a go at another Group’s quiz.
We’ll also be launching a regular quiz for the wider membership to have a crack at. Set by our erstwhile
Club Captain, Allan Goddard (‘AG’ for those who know Allan!). For those that have experienced AG’s
quizzes in the past I can assure you he’s pulling out some of his best material!
If you’ve any contributions to sharing your knowledge or memories, please feel free to email them directly to
kadie.crichton@boundless.co.uk or join in and add your comments to the Facebook pages, remember it’s
your community!

The Big End - May 2020
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I’d also encourage all Members to keep visiting the Boundless website where you’ll find suggestions and
advice to help pass this period of isolation: https://www.boundless.co.uk
Member Events:
Sadly, our Member Events programme has also been hit with many cancellations and postponements. I’ve
listed the current situation below, however as I’m sure you can imagine, several of our plans may change
as the pandemic situation develops.

An update on all Events can be found on the Boundless website at:
https://www.boundless.co.uk/memberevents/whatson

Better times will be back with us soon!
But for now, let’s Stay at Home, Protect the NHS and Save Lives
Thank you
Nick Hoath, Head of Member Communities
The Big End - May 2020
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Volunteer Survey
It’s that time of the year again for our annual Volunteers Survey. We’ve changed the format and questions
this year to make it a little more relevant to our Community and the activities our members enjoy. There are
also more questions this year aimed at finding out your views on particular aspects of the Member
Communities which will help inform the strategy and plans for the future.
We’d very much appreciate your completing the survey by Monday 11th May and would thank you in
advance for your feedback, the Club Leadership really value all your comments.
Take the survey here: https://boundlessbycsma.typeform.com/to/lA3S2T
(The link will take you to a secure surveying tool we’re using)

Club Awards
Any Boundless Member can be nominated for a Club Award, either
from an individual Member or on behalf of a Group Committee.
Recommendations should, in the first instance, be submitted to the
Member Communities team, or exceptionally directly to the Club
Council, via the Deputy Club Leader, Pete Gregory.
The award is intended to recognise outstanding service to Group
activities over a substantial period of time and is not intended to be
made for oneoff occasions or events. Likely reasons for recommending
a member for a Club Award include long service on a Group Committee
or a long standing involvement with a Group event, however an award
may also act as a means of recognising the efforts of a member on
retiring or standing down from a particular post after a ‘worthwhile’
period in office. Very occasionally, a recommendation may be made for
nonmembers who have provided outstanding support to a Boundless
Group, again generally over a period of a number of years.

Facebook
As many of you will be aware and possibly already participate in, we have several Facebook Groups
attached to all our Interest Groups, plus many Local Groups, as well as 2 dedicated Groups covering
photography and reading (books not the place!)
However, we also understand that engaging via Facebook can possibly be daunting for the beginner. So,
to help members, we’ve developed an easy to follow help guide. If you’d like to have this emailed to you,
please contact the Member Communities team in the usual manner. The team are also available to assist
you if you have any problems setting up your Facebook profile or would like to take a more active role in
any of the Group’s Facebook activities.

Mail Chimp?
We’re in the process of conducting an audit of all the digital processes our Member Communities Groups
use. We’re confident in our knowledge of most of the software packages Groups use, however we are
unsure as to how many Groups use the ‘MailChimp’ email delivery platform. If you do, please can you
inform Zuzana (E: Zuzana.bauerova@boundless.co.uk) in the Member Communities team who will add this
to our audit. Many thanks.

The Big End - May 2020
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Sad News
It is with great sadness that we must inform you of the
passing of long time CSMA Stalwart and former
Association Chair, Geoff France.
Geoff began his involvement with the CSMA back in
November 1960 when he became a member of the Chorley
Group Committee, and continued to progress through the
governance of the Association in subsequent years,
including regional roles and sitting on the national Trading
Committee, prior to his election as Vice Chair in 1981 and
then Association Chair in 1983.
Following Geoff’s period as Association Chair, he returned to his beloved North West Centre as firstly
Centre Chair and then in 2004 as the Centre’s first President, a position Geoff held until the 2015
dissolving of Regions. Over 55 years of service to the Association!
Geoff will be greatly missed by his many friends and family.
We must also pass on the sad news of the sudden passing of longstanding Tonbridge & Tunbridge Wells
committee member Derek Pooley. Derek was an enthusiastic member of the T&TW Committee and would
often be seen hosting external events or helping to lead the Group’s very popular ’Wanderers Walks’.
Derek will be remembered for his engaging, friendly and caring nature by all those who knew him and will
be greatly missed by all.
Our thoughts and condolences are with both Geoff and Derek’s friends and family during this difficult time.

Fraudulent emails and phone calls
There has been a dramatic increase in fraud recently, through a number of methods, with experts noting
criminals are playing on coronavirus fears using several different scams. The National Cyber Security
Centre has detected ‘more UK government branded scams relating to COVID19 than any other subject’.
One key area that has seen an increase, has been where people are called at home. If you receive any
phone call asking for any information, always exercise caution. Please also be aware that the first phone
call may just be to develop a relationship, or a level of trust, and could then be followed up with a more
inquisitive call.
Fraudulent contact via email has also become more sophisticated. Even a seemingly harmless message
could contain a link and lead to your information being stolen. As always, please be cautious and check the
senders email address first to ensure it is from a trusted source. If you are in any way suspicious of any
contact from Boundless, please do not open the email or forward the email to us, please instead
contact the Member Communities team and describe the email and we will advise accordingly.

About the Communique
The Communique is sent to around 350 of our volunteers, Group and Association Officers and other
interested members. Many of our Group Secretaries also forward the Communique to those members who
regularly attend their Group events..
you’d like to see more or less of, is the format ok, etc.?
Let us know by simply emailing: membercommunities@boundless.co.uk
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Diary
2020
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CLUBNIGHT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

DRINK & CHAT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

May
Sun 3rd
Tue 5th
Sun 10th
Thu 21st
22nd-24th
Sun 24th

F1 - Netherlands
NWL Clubnight - Table Challenge - The Red Lion, HH
F1 - Spain
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH
WRC - Portugal
F1 - Monaco

D
E
L
L
E
C
N
CA

June
Tue 2nd
Sun 14
Thu 18th

NWL Clubnight - Walking Treasure Hunt - The Red Lion, HH
NWL Greenacres Autotest
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH
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July
Tue 7th
Sun 12
Thu 16th

NWL Clubnight - Two Brewers Scatter - Chipperfield
NEL Grasshopper Autotest
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH
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Dates to reserve:

Who knows………
The Big End - May 2020
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